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USPA NEWS - PRAGMATIC IDEAS FOR HONORABLE PRIME MINISTER OF PAKISTAN

Today, Pakistan is facing serious problems due to looting of past governments, Corona crises and increase in global market prices. In
this difficult situation, I have come up with some pragmatic suggestions that can be very helpful to improve the image of Government
and to give maximum possible relief to People of Pakistan
 
1. You are undoubtedly, 1st ever Prime Minister of Pakistan, who adopted concept of welfare state on exemplary model of State of
Medinah after the leadership of founder of Pakistan M.A Jinnah. Celebrating the birth of the Holy Prophet PBUH in a glorious way and
launching of Rehmatul-lil-Alameen Authority is landmark achievement of your Government. To further implement this outstanding
concept in the decision-making process you are requested to direct all Government members of the Assembly to hold weekly meetings
in different major mosques of their constituency after offering Friday prayer. On this occasion, DCO, DPO, and representatives of other
departments should be required to ensure their attendance and listen to the problems of the people and resolve them immediately. 

This step will not only renew the concept of the state of Madinah but will also reduce the distance between the Administration and
Public for immediate solutions to people's local issues.
2. The recent wave of inflation has undoubtedly affected poor people of Pakistan. There is no doubt that due to global market prices
and Corona, and Corruption of past governments our government has taken some necessary steps for better economic management
of Pakistan. It is suggested that if the prices of essential commodities like flour, Ghee, and sugar are reduced by at least 30-40%
through Subsidies and cancel all similar subsidies. This step can significantly restore the credibility of the government among General
public.

3. It is a great step of our Government to give overseas Pakistanis right to vote for the first time in history of Pakistan. Honorably, as
you know the problems of the 1.6 million Pakistanis living in the UK are complex and quite different to the problems of the overseas
pakistanis in the middle East. The latest figures illustrated that over 50 % of the Pakistanis are british born a figure that is predicted to
grow exponentially in the coming years. The new generation of British Pakistanis is becoming separated to ideology of Pakistan. They
are facing a serious problem of “identity crisis” in abroad due to which with empty brain they are taking part in Lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender, queer, and questioning (LGBTQ) and other criminal activities. By way of an example the British Pakistanis make almost 2
% of the UK population yet the prison population of Pakistanis in the UK is over 30%.If you include them with cultural exchanges and
other concepts, it will be your greatest achievement of your Government.

4. You have taken historic revolutionary steps towards uniform curriculum and CSS reforms. The proposal is to create a new system of
CSS-style appointment of judges for all types of recruitment in the judiciary. In order to improve the justice system, it is necessary to
restrict the direct appointment of judges. They should be appointed on merit from bottom to top. So that corruption is eradicated from
the judiciary and new reputable judges can be appointed through proper training process.
5. Pakistan's electoral system cannot ignore the right wing religious vote. It is suggested that the religious class be brought closer to
the decision-making process so that they can have a sense of ownership for PTI Government. In the Islamic Republic of Pakistan,
there should be at least five percent reserved seats for Islamic scholars - Ulama e Karam.
6. I am glad that you, as the leader of the nation, have come up with some very practical ideas on the negative use of social media. It is
requested that the subject of effective use of social media be included in the modern curriculum to ensure that our generation can use
it for real classroom work.

7. There is a dire need to induce real patriotism in masses of Pakistan particularly the youth of Pakistan. It is suggested that an
additional appendix to Pakistan Studies with the name of "PAKISTANIAT" be introduced in our education Institutions at all levels of
education as a mandatory subject, in which the focus must be based on inculcation patriotism and pride on being Pakistani with
modern approach. Ministry of Education may be asked to formulate guidelines and seek input from intelligentsia and Civil Society in



this regard.
8. The Kamyab Jawan Program has not yet achieved its real goal of engaging young people on a large scale. All of the technical
training National Vocational and Technical Training Commission (NAVTTC) or HEC projects that are being shown to you in excellent
PowerPoint presentations but in reality new impressive projects could not be started. In this situation, it is time for the Prime Minister of
Pakistan to form the National Youth Commission on HEC's on the permanent model of HEC.

9. Pakistan Television, which should have been the propaganda machine of Government with most modern approach but it, is not
giving results due to lack of professionals in top positions of PTV such as MD and some others.
10. Every ID card holder is required to register to vote in elections. If he or she does not do so, his / her card will be temporarily
suspended and he / she should end his / her suspension by paying a minimum fee of Rs. 2000. Advertising should be banned
completely.
11. A strong democratic process has to be formed within the local party for the selection of the candidate before elections and
Candidates who prove the support of the majority of local workers should be given tickets.

12. Taking advantage of this opportunity, I would like to introduce you to three professionals those are competently excellent people in
their respective areas of expertise. I assure you that Dr. Fayyaz Ahmed Ranjha (Former MS Mio hospital) can reduce the price of
medicines by 25% in the country. I urge you to please engage him for betterment of health sector in at the Punjab level. Similarly, Hafiz
Ahsaan Ahmed Khokhar Grievance Commissioner for Overseas Pakistanis and Senior Advisor at Federal Ombudsman can play his
vital role for monitoring of Governance of PTI Government. Likewise, Mr. Hanan Ali Abbasi is world famous Youth activist who is an
effective Communication expert and practitioner of Youth Empowerment in Pakistan. He can play his role for engagement of Young
people both nationally and at Global level. In the same way, he can be a good representation of your vision of change on national TV –
PTV. I would like to request you to please interview above mentioned personalities in person.
In the light of above mentioned suggestions, I volunteer my services to your office for effective implement the above suggestions.

Said :
Sahibzada Mian Jalil Ahmed Sharqpuri
MPA, Ex District Nazim and MNA
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